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(54) FORM MATERIAL AND CONCRETE FORM USING THE FORM MATERIAL

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To improve the accuracy and strength of each joined part

between fellow form materials, and the form material and a

reinforcing middle sash bar, and to facilitate the partial exchange of

<„., the form material and the reinforcing middle sash bar in the case

where they deform on account of frequent use to sharply elongate

their usable life.

^ CONSTITUTION: A form material connecting member 10 fitted along

a recess 1 1 between adjacent form materials 5 and a middle sash bar

connecting member 17 fitted along recesses 13, 16 between a

reinforcing middle sash bar 7 and the form material 5 are severally

connected by binding means (a), (d). These members are made of

metallic material, and provided on the peripheral edge of a panel

member 8, and the locking part 18 of the end of the middle sash bar

is provided on the form material 5 for connecting the middle sash bar.

* NOTICES *

JP0 and INPf T are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.
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1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A frame material which is a metal frame material which it is provided in a one side face of a panel

material, and a ****** thing is mutually connected by a binding means via a frame material connecting

member, and constitutes a concrete form, and is characterized by having established an insertion crevice of

said frame material connecting member in the whole surface at least.

[Claim 2]A frame material having provided a middle rail suspending portion which is a metal frame material

which is formed in an edge part of a one side face of a panel material, and constitutes a concrete form with

a middle rail for reinforcement, and stops an end of said middle rail for reinforcement.

[Claim 3]Form a frame material which established an insertion crevice of a frame material connecting

member in the whole surface at least in an edge part of a one side face of a panel material, and. A concrete

form inserting in a frame material connecting member over a crevice of a ****** thing of this frame material,

and having connected this frame material connecting member and said frame material by a binding means.

[Claim 4]Form a frame material which established an insertion crevice of a frame material connecting

member in the whole surface at least in an edge part of a one side face of a panel material, and. a frame

material connecting member over a crevice of a ****** thing of this frame material, [ insert in and ] While

connecting this frame material connecting member and said frame material by a binding means, an insertion

crevice of a middle rail connecting member is established in each of a middle rail for reinforcement, and a

frame material covering a predetermined frame material which carries out phase confrontation, A concrete

form which a middle rail connecting member inserted in this crevice is connected with a middle rail for

remforcement, and a frame material by a binding means, and is characterized by having provided a

suspending portion of a middle rail end in a frame material for middle rail connection.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]This invention relates to the frame material used for the concrete form for building

the wall made from concrete, a pillar, a beam, a floor, etc., and the concrete form which consists of frame

materials.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]As a concrete form for building the wall made from concrete, a pillar, a floor,

etc., Mutually, metal frame materials, such as ******, for example, aluminum etc., are connected by welding,
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and are assembled, the same for example, metal middle rails for reinforcement, such as aluminum, are

connected by welding over the frame material which carries out phase confrontation if needed, and what

attached this to the edge part of the rear face of a panel material is known.

[0003]According to the concrete form of ****** composition, in spite of metal, it is comparatively

lightweight, and the rigidity of a frame material can be secured, and it has an advantage which can increase

a use count compared with the concrete form manufactured by old wooden frame materials.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, in the former, since the gestalt which depends for

connection of frame materials or the connection of the middle rail for reinforcement to a frame material on

welding was taken, there was a problem which needs the advanced welding technique which prevents

distortion of the frame material by the welding heat or a middle rail. Since all the frame materials and middle

rails were connected by welding, when a part of frame materia! and middle rail changed at the time of mold

use, since these are selectively unexchangeable, all the concrete forms will be discarded, and there was a

problem highly attached in cost.

[0005]When solving the above-mentioned problem, it is possible to connect frame materials or to connect

the middle rail for reinforcement with a frame material by a rivet, via a frame material connecting member or

a middle rail connecting member, but In the gestalt only connected by a rivet via a connecting member, the

frame material, and the modification proof stress and shear strength of a middle rail over the stress at the

time of concrete form use have a problem decided by proof stress of a rivet.

[0006]The concrete form with which this invention consists of metal frame materials, such as a product

made from aluminum, and steel, in view of the ****** actual condition, Or the frame material used for the

concrete form in which the concrete form with which the middle rail for reinforcement is provided if needed

can be assembled easily, and rigidity and endurance are high, and partial exchange of a frame material or a

middle rail is moreover possible, It aims at providing the concrete form using the frame materia!.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]A frame material by the 1st invention that came to attain the

above-mentioned purpose, It is a metal frame material which it is provided in a one side face of a panel

material, and a ****** thing is mutually connected by a binding means via a frame material connecting

member, and constitutes a concrete form, and the feature is at a point of having established an insertion

crevice of said frame material connecting member in the whole surface at least.

[0008]A frame material by the 2nd invention is a metal frame material which is formed in an edge part of a

one side face of a panel material, and constitutes a concrete form with a middle rail for reinforcement, and

the feature is at a point of having provided a middle rail suspending portion which stops an end of said

middle rail for reinforcement.

[0009]The 3rd invention and the 4th invention relate to a concrete form constituted using the

above-mentioned moid, and form a frame material by the 3rd invention which established an insertion

crevice of a frame material connecting member in the whole surface at least in an edge part of a one side

face of a panel material, and. The feature is that inserted in a frame material connecting member over a

crevice of a ****** thing of this frame material, and it connected this frame material connecting member
and said frame material by a binding means.
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[0010] Form a concrete form by the 4th invention in an edge part of a one side face of a panel material and

a frame material which established an insertion crevice of a frame material connecting member in the whole

surface at least, a frame materia! connecting member over a crevice of a ****** thing of this frame material,

[ insert in and ] Whiie connecting this frame material connecting member and said frame material by a

binding means, an insertion crevice of a middle rait connecting member is established in each of a middle rail

for reinforcement and a frame material covering a predetermined frame material which carries out phase

confrontation, A middle rail connecting member inserted in this crevice Is connected with a middle rail for

reinforcement and a frame material by a binding means, and the feature is at a point of having provided a

suspending portion of a middle rail end in a frame material for middle rail connection.

[0011]

[Function]Since the frame material connecting member in which a part of stress produced at the time of

concrete form use is inserted over the crevice of the ****** thing of a frame material can be made to pay

according to the frame material of the 1st invention, Frame materials can be connected without being

dependent only on the structural resistance of binding means, such as a rivet, and the accuracy and

intensity of a connecting part of a frame material can be improved.

[0012]Since the shearing force produced in the connecting part of a frame materia! and the middle rail for

reinforcement can be easily transmitted to a frame material via a middle rail connecting member according

to the frame material of the 2nd invention, the accuracy and intensity of the connecting part can be

improved.

[0013]Since according to the concrete form of the 3rd invention it can improve and the connection

moreover depends the accuracy and intensity of a connecting part of a frame material on binding means,

such as a rivet, partial exchange of a frame material becomes possible easily.

[0014]Since according to the concrete form of the 4th invention not only the connecting part of a frame

material but also the accuracy and intensity of a connecting part of a frame material and the middle rail for

reinforcement can improve and the connection is moreover based on binding means, such as a rivet, partial

exchange of a frame material and the middle rail for reinforcement becomes possible easily.

[0015]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is described based on a drawing. Drawing 1 shows the

form structure of the circumference of a pillar, and is forming successively the mold 2 for beam depth types,

and the molds 3 for wall molding to the horizontal flank of the mold 1 for pillar molding.

[0016]The tabular concrete form 4 of the simple substance which constitutes these molds 1-3, So that the

frame material 5 made from aluminum fabricated by extrusion and drawing may be connected with a

rectangle, the frame 6 may be formed and the frame space of this frame 6 may be divided, as shown also in

drawing 2
,
The middle rail 7 for reinforcement made from aluminum similarly fabricated by extrusion and

drawing is formed in one over the frame material 5 and 5 of the long picture which carries out phase

confrontation mutually, and the rivet stop of the panel material 8 made of resin for placing concrete is

carried out to the one side face part of these frames 6 and the middle rail 7 for reinforcement, for example.

[0017]The frame material 5 and the middle rail 7 for reinforcement can be changed into metal, such as steel,

and the pane! materiaf 8 is not restricted to the product made of resin, either, and it can change into panel

materials, such as wooden. Although the rivet stop of said frame 6 and the middle rail 7 for reinforcement is
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carried out to the pane! material 8, it can change into a screw stop, attachment by a bolt nut, etc.

[001 8]Although the concrete form 4 of the mold 1 for pillar molding is mentioned later, the concrete

structure of the frame material 5 used for the molds 2 and 3 the object for beams and for walls, the middle

rail 7 for reinforcement, and the concrete form 4 constituted using these is explained based on drawing 2 -

4.

[0019]First, about the frame materia! 5 which constitutes the frame 6 this frame material 5, A section

presents rectangular shape in the air, and he forms successively the panel material protect members 9 for

protecting the edge of said resin made pane! material 8 in the one side face part by the side of a panel

material attachment of that, and is trying to protect the panel material end which is easy to receive a

damage in respect of handling.

[0020]And in [ cut and compare the both ends of each frame material 5 aslant / 45 /, and ] the other lateral

portions of an opposite hand with said panel material attachment side
r Although the above-mentioned

rectangular frame 6 is constituted from a rivet a stop carrying out the tabular frame material connecting

member 10 formed in the shape of an L character over the ****** frame materials 5 and 5, Connection of

the frame materials 5 and 5 by the frame material connecting member 10 through this rivet a is faced, if the

gestalt which makes the frame material connecting member 1 0 only contact the other lateral portions of the

frame material 5 and as for which a rivet a stop carries out it is taken — shearing force with stress (stress

shown in drawing 2 by P with an arrow) of a difference by the ****** frame materials 5 and 5 excessive on

the rivet a at the time of ******** — ****** — it is necessary to make this rivet a into what has high

intensity from things

[0021]ln view of the ****** actual condition, the crevice 1 1 which inserts densely the tabular frame

material connecting member 10 for frame material connection in the other lateral portions of an opposite

hand as much as possible is formed with the panel material attachment side of the frame material 5 by this

invention, After making the frame material connecting member 10 insert in this insertion crevice 1 1 and

making it make the stress by difference of the ****** frame materials 5 and 5 caught by the fitting part by

this frame material connecting member 10 and crevice 11, he rivet a Stops and uses said frame material

connecting member 10 as the frame materia! 5, and is trying to improve the rigidity of the frame 6.

[0022]In order to improve the rigidity of the frame 6 of the above-mentioned composition further, the

insertion crevice 13 of the frame material connecting member 12 which carries out curvature forming of the

tabular member to the shape of an L character is formed in the medial-surface part by the side of frame

space formation of said frame material 5, Position gap prevention to the direction which intersects

perpendicularly with the panel surface of the ****** frame materials 5 and 5 is aimed at without comparing

an inclined end, and inserting in the frame material connecting member 12 over the crevices 13 and 13 of

the ****** frame materials 5 and 5, and rivet b Stopping and making this into each frame material 5 and

making shearing force applied to this rivet b.

[0023]With the surface part by the side of frame space formation of the frame material 5, the reentrant 14 is

formed in the lateral-surface part of an opposite hand
r and the crevice c for holes for forming the

axopodium insertion hole of a separator (for detaiis, it mentions later based on drawing 8 and 9.) between

the ****** frames 6 and 6 is formed in the prescribed spot of the raised part of said reentrant 14 both sides,

thus — if means to form the reentrant 14 in the lateral-surface part of the frame material 5
t
and to form the
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crevice c for holes in the raised part of the both sides are taken — a hole — it is simply processible.

[0024]As the prescribed spot of each frame material 5 is made to penetrate the surface part of the inside

and the outside, the pipe member 1 5 is formed in it by the means of welding or a caulking stop t so that a part

may be expanded and illustrated to drawing 2 .

[0025]On the other hand, the middle rail 7 for reinforcement is what presents the shape of T type which

formed Webb 7b successively to the wide flange 7a which supports said resin made panel material 8, The

crevice 16 is formed also in Webb 7b of this in the state of putting it in a row to the crevice 13 formed in the

medial-surface part of said frame material 5, and the middle rail connecting member 17 which carries out

curvature forming of the tabular member to the shape of an L character is inserted in him over both the

crevices 13 and 16, and this is rivet d Stopped and made into the frame material 5 and the middle rail 7 for

reinforcement, and the medial-surface part by the side of frame space formation of said frame material 5 —
and with the panel material attachment side, the middle rail locking members 18 which stop the end of Webb
7b of said middle rail 7 for reinforcement to the part of an opposite hand are formed successively.

[0026]By taking ****** connection composition, ****** stress ** to the middle rail 7 for reinforcement by

placing of concrete by being caught with the frame material 5 via said middle rail connecting member 17 and

the middle rail locking member 18, Since **** and others becomes that shearing force does not have in said

rivet d less, the intensity rise of the connecting part of said frame materia! 5 and the middle rail 7 for

reinforcement is attained.

[0027]The ****** thing of the concrete form 4 of the above-mentioned composition is connected by the

fixing machine style 21 shown in drawing 6 outside it is connected with the cylindrical clip 19 shown in

drawing 5 .

[0028]The cylindrical clip 19 to the end side of the cylindrical portion 19a inserted in the pipe member 15 of

the ****** frame materials 5 and 5. It is what bends and forms successively the horseshoe-shaped

cylindrical portions 19b which stop to the middle rail locking member 18, and fasten the ****** frame

materials 5 and 5 elastically, Said cylindrical portion 19b is inserted in the pipe member 15, and the ******

concrete forms 4 and 4 can be connected by one-touch according to rotating the whole clip 19 caudad and

making the middle rail locking member 18 stop the horseshoe-shaped cylindrical portion 19b.

[0029]The 1st locking member 22 provided with the locking tool [as opposed to the crevice 13 of one frame

material 5 of the ****** concrete forms 4 and 4 in the fixing machine style 21 ] e, The 2nd locking member
24 provided with the locking tool n to the crevice 13 of the frame materia! 5 of another side is connected via

the pin 23 of a sliding direction, enabling free rotation, and the cam mechanism 28 which rotates the 1st and

2nd locking members 22 and 24 in the direction which said locking tools e and n are made to approach

mutually is established. The cam mechanism 28 consists of the cam groove 26 of formation to the 1st

locking member 22, and the cam member 27 which insertion placing is carried out in this cam groove 26, and

makes said 2nd locking member 24 rock to the 1st locking member 22 side, The locking tool n of said

another side is connected with the 2nd locking member 24 by the circumference of the pin 25 of a sliding

direction, enabling free rotation.

[0030]it is important to carry out level appearance of the ****** concrete forms 4 and 4 to a

predetermined height position, and to carry out them on the occasion of connection of the ****** concrete

form 4 with the above-mentioned cylindrical clip 19 and 4, and the level adjustment means 20 for it is
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formed in the lower part side of the concrete form 4.

[0031]This level adjustment means 20 makes the undersurface part and the middle rail Socking member 18 of

that carry out stop maintenance of the sideways L character-like member 35 to the frame material 5 by the

side of the lower part of the concrete form 4, as shown in drawing 7 , and. It is what forms the nut 36 and the

bore f concentrically with the pipe member 15 by the side of the frame materia! 5, and makes the boft 37 for

level adjustments screw in said nut 36, and changes, On the occasion of the level adjustment of the

concrete form 4, the lower end of the bolt 37 for said level adjustments is shown to spite the angle member

39 arranged via the liner 38 at the mold installation surface part, and level adjustment of the concrete form

4 is performed to it by spirality adjustment of this bolt 37.

[0032]The concrete forms 4 and 4 installed by carrying out phase confrontation mutually are simply

connected in the good state of workability by the connecting mechanism 29 shown in drawing 8 . This

connecting mechanism 29 is what is called a separator (with the member 30 of the cone shape by which

metal female screw parts were embedded inside.). The interval regulation member 31 which screws this corn

shaped part material 30 in both ends, and regulates a mold interval, 41 which comprises three persons of the

axopodium 32 screwed in each cone shape member 30, and the receptacle seat 33 stopped by the middle

rail locking member 18 over the ****** frame 6 and the nut 34 screwed in each of the axopodium 32 are

comprised, and connection of the concrete forms 4 and 4 which carries out phase confrontation is

performed by [ as being the next ].

[0033]Namely, after carrying out level adjustment by the level adjustment means 20 which constructed wall

rod arrangement in the predetermined part, built the ****** concrete forms 4a and 4a one by one by one

side of the wall width direction behind as shown in drawing 9 , and was shown in drawing 7
, It connects by

drawing 5, and the cylindrical clip 19 and the fixing machine style 21 which were shown in 6,

[0034]Under the present circumstances, attach the member 30 and the axopodium 32 of cone shape to the

both sides of the interval regulation member 31 beforehand, constitute what is called the separator 41, and

the axopodium 32 of this separator 41 is pinched, Perform a build lump of the concrete forms 4a and 4a, and

receive in one axopodium 32, and the seat 33 is set, The ****** concrete forms 4a and 4a are bound tight,

and the separator 41 is made to bind tight and hold between the concrete form 4a and 4a substantially with

this receptacle seat 33 and nut 34.

[0035]Thus, when making the separator 41 bind tight and hold between the concrete form 4a and 4a r
it is

important to set up the formation position of crevice c for holes to said frame material 5 so that an

axopodium insertion hole may be formed in the prescribed spot between the ****** concrete form 4a and

4a.

[0036]If a build lump of wall width direction one concrete form 4a is finished, the axopodium 32 of another

side of those concrete forms 4a and the separator 41 currently held among 4a will be pinched, Performing

connection by the level adjustment and the cylindrical dip 19 by the level adjustment means 20, and the

fixing machine style 21, perform a build lump of the concrete form 4b of wall width direction another side like

the above, and by this. The connection and the build lump of the concrete forms 4a and 4b which carry out

phase confrontation are simply attained by predetermined interval regulating conditions.

[0037]According to the above-mentioned means, the workability of a lump [ build ] of the concrete forms 4a

and 4b is good, and can also perform easily demolition of the concrete forms 4a and 4b. Namely, the
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separator of structure equips the both sides of an Interval regulation member with corn shaped part material

conventionally, And are a thing of composition of making the axopodium screw in the end of the interval

regulation member projected from this corn shaped part material, and a build lump of a concrete form is

faced, Although covered the concrete form arranged by carrying out phase confrontation, the plate surface

of that was made to penetrate the end of an interval regulation member and the connecting mechanism

which provides **** in the axopodium screwed on this end was taken, It was very difficult to build a

concrete form, making the end of the interval regulation member of a separator insert in the hole formed in

the plate surface,

[0038]Since it is in this point, and the axopodium 32 of the separator 41 is made to bind tight and hold

between the concrete forms 4a, 4a, and 4b and 4b according to the connecting mechanism of this invention,

The connection and the build lump of the concrete forms 4a and 4b which carry out phase confrontation can

be performed in the good state of workability, Since a difference of the concrete forms 4a and 4b by the

lateral pressure at the time of placing concrete is made to be responded to with the rigid high frame material

5 made from aluminum and he is trying to distribute it, it needs conventionally, and the abbreviation of****

is also attained, and demolition of the concrete forms 4a and 4b is also attained easily.

[0039]Next
f
the frame material 5 which will be used for this concrete form 4 as shown in drawing 10 if the

concrete form 4 of the mold 1 for pillar molding is explained, The section which comprises the fitting flange

5a of the resin made panel material 8 and Webb 5b is a thing made from L type-like aluminum, Form

successively the panel material protect members 9 for protecting the edge of said resin made panel material

8 in the one side face part by the side of a panel material attachment, and. With the surface part by the side

of frame space formation, the crevice c for holes for the concrete form connection which forms the

reentrant 14 in the lateral-surface part of an opposite hand, and carries out phase confrontation at the

raised part of these reentrant 14 both sides is formed,

[0040]And although a graphic display in particular is not carried out, connect this frame material 5 with a

rectangle, and a frame is formed, The middle rail for reinforcement made from aluminum is provided in one

over the frame material of the long picture of a frame which carries out phase confrontation so that the

frame space of this frame may be divided, The concrete form 4 of the mold 1 for pillar molding is constituted

by carrying out the rivet stop of the resin made panel material for placing concrete to the one side face part

of these frames and the middle rail for reinforcement, for example.

[0041]Although the explanation about connection of the ****** concrete form 4 of this mold 1 for pillar

molding and the concrete forms 4 and 4 which carry out phase confrontation with connection of four is

omitted, It is compositionaily [ as drawing 5, the clip 19 shown in 6 and 8 and the fixing machine style 21, and

the connecting mechanism 29 ] the same, and it will be understood easily that connection is attained.

[0042]Although the insertion crevice 11 of the frame material connecting member 10 is formed in a groove

in the above-mentioned example, As shown in drawing 1

1

(A), form the crevice 1 1 by the raised part h

covering the overall length of the frame material 5, or. Although the frame materia) 5 can be fabricated by

neither extrusion nor drawing, as shown in drawing 1 1 (B) f the thing which limited to the circumference of a

frame material connecting member, and formed the crevice 1 1, or limited to the circumference of a frame

materia! connecting member as shown in drawing 1

1

(C) and for which it raised-part i Depends and the

crevice 1 1 is formed is possible.
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[0043]Although said frame material connecting member 10 is considered as the composition inserted in the

insertion crevice 1 1 which carried out other lateral portion formation with the panel material attachment

side of the frame materia! 5 in the opposite hand, As shown in drawing 12 , the hollow sections of the frame

material 5 which cuts an end at 45 degrees and is connected are made into the insertion crevice 1 1 of the

frame material connecting member 10, The inner substance in which the rivet insertion hole j was formed in

this crevice 1

1

f or the frame material connecting member 10 in the air is inserted in densely, and the hole

beforehand corresponding to said rivet insertion hole j in the frame material 5 — m being formed and, It is

also possible to take three persons of the frame materia! connecting member 10, the frame material 5, and

the resin made panel material 8 or the means which carry out the connecting lock of the two persons of the

frame material 5 and the frame material connecting member 1 0 by the rivet 40 suitably in the plane direction

of the panel material 8 in the thickness direction of the panel materia] 8.

[0044]A!though the frame material connecting member 12 is considered as the composition inserted in the

crevice 1 3 in the inside of the stiffener frames 6 and 6, operation with the gestalt which inserts in the frame

material connecting member 12 in the state of engrossing the reentrant 14 in the outside corner of the

stiffener frames 6 and 6 here as an insertion crevice of the frame material connecting member 12 is also

possible.

[0045]Although it is because this is lightweight and excellent in the field of handling, although said frame

material 5 and the middle rail 7 for reinforcement are made into the product made from aluminum, If these

were made into metal, the construction material of the metal is not specified, and made the sectional shape

the approximately square O shape about the frame material 5, and considered it as approximately T type

about the middle rail 7 for reinforcement but. I form, H form, L form, the type of KO, a trapezoid, and other

******s may be sufficient, and it cannot be overemphasized that it is not what is limited to specific shape.

[0046]When the example of the gestalt which assembles the frame material 5 rectangularly was shown, it

compared by cutting the end of the frame material 5 aslant [ 45 ], but when the shape of the concrete form

4 is a polygon, it cannot be overemphasized that the end cutting angle of the frame material 5 is changed

and compared according to the shape, either.

[0047]Although explained by carrying out the rivet stop of each connectfon of the middle rail connecting

member 17 to the connection of the frame material connecting members 10 and 12 to the frame materials 5

and 5, and the frame material 5 and the middle rail 7 for reinforcement This is only an example, it could

change into connection by the screw stop or a bolt nut, etc., and such connecting mechanisms are named
the binding means generically in this invention.

[0048]

[Effect of the Invention]Since the frame materia! connecting member in which a part of stress produced at

the time of concrete form use is inserted over the crevice of the ****** thing of a frame material can be

made to pay as explained above according to the frame material of the 1st invention, Frame materials can

be connected without being dependent only on the structural resistance of binding means, such as a rivet,

and the accuracy and intensity of a connecting part of a frame materia! can be improved,

[0049]Since the shearing force produced in the connecting part of a frame material and the middle rail for

reinforcement can be easily transmitted to a frame material via a middle rail connecting member according

to the frame materia! of the 2nd invention, the accuracy and intensity of the connecting part can be
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improved.

[0050] Since according to the concrete form of the 3rd invention it can improve and the connection

moreover depends the accuracy and intensity of a connecting part of a frame material on binding means,

such as a rivet, Partial exchange of a frame material when some frame materials change at the time of moid

use becomes possible easiiy, and the cost cut of a concrete form is substantially attained because the use

life of a concrete form rises substantially.

[0051]Since according to the concrete form of the 4th invention not only the connecting part of a frame

materia! but also the accuracy and intensity of a connecting part of a frame material and the middle rail for

reinforcement can improve and the connection is moreover based on binding means, such as a rivet, Partial

exchange of these frame materials and the middle rail for reinforcement when a part of frame materia! and

middle rail for reinforcement change at the time of mold use becomes possible easily, and the cost cut of a

concrete form is substantially attained because the use life of a concrete form rises substantially.

[Translation done.]
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